
HOW TO CREATE A
VALUE PROPOSITION

IDENTIFY
PRODUCT FEATURES

List the attributes of your product. 

Think about those product features that
are directly comparable to the competition
and any unique features your product has.

TARGET CUSTOMERS'
NEEDS AND WANTS

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE

Identify your top one to two competitors.
Your competitive advantage is your unique

strength relative to the competition in areas
that matter to the target customer?

Consider product features, quality, reliability,
selection, accessibility, price, customer

satisfaction, expertise, company reputation,
location, brand image and other key

differentiators.

VALUE PROPOSITION
FORMULA

We offer [PRODUCT]
to [TARGET CUSTOMERS]

who [NEEDS/WANTS THIS]
as an alternative to [KEY COMPETITOR

OFFERING].
Our product is preferred because

[COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE].

Visit www.khbmarketinggroup.com 
for more marketing tips.

A value proposition is simply what makes your offering
uniquely attractive to customers.  It clearly identifies four

critical components: your product, target customer,
customer need and your competitive advantage.

EXAMPLE OF FEATURES

Example: life insurance

FEATURES

High face value
Company with excellent financial ratings

Policy loans available
Flexible payment options

EXAMPLE OF BENEFITS

Example: life insurance

BENEFITS

Gives peace of mind
Replaces income

Provides for family
Tax-free for beneficiaries

IDENTIFY 
PRODUCT BENEFITS

Use your product feature list to record the
benefits a customer gets from your product.

Do not list any benefit that requires action
from you. The benefit should describe the

product from the customer's point of view. 

DEFINE IDEAL 
B2C CUSTOMER

DEFINE IDEAL
B2B CUSTOMER

Consider traits such as age, generational
cohort, education, income, location,

relationship status, lifecycle stage, family
structure, type of employer, interests (e.g.,

yoga) and behaviors (e.g., uses iPhone).

With B2B, you are still selling to a person.
Consider B2C traits as well as job title, number

of employees, years in business, industry,
company revenue, public or private business

and type of business (e.g., startup).

KHB Marketing

Use these traits to detail customers' wants and needs.


